 ICD_401  ICD_272  ICD_250  ICD_780  ICD_530  ICD_311  ICD_715  ICD_244  ICD_493  ICD_724  ICD_722  ICD_300  ICD_477  ICD_346  ICD_251  ICD_305  ICD_327  ICD_296  ICD_786  ICD_729  ICD_782  ICD_309  ICD_790  ICD_719  ICD_564  ICD_256  ICD_414  ICD_553  ICD_354  ICD_789  ICD_726  ICD_784  ICD_269  ICD_592  ICD_427  ICD_626  ICD_787  ICD_268  ICD_627  ICD_429  ICD_625  ICD_276  ICD_794  ICD_274  ICD_728  ICD_357  ICD_785  ICD_307  ICD_796  ICD_428
Medications on reconciliation list from baseline to 1 month prior to surgery using subclass, requiring 2% of population
Labs prior to surgery found in >50% of population 
2013 24 88 38 ± 7 51 ± 11 -33% (22) 2014 296 61 47 ± 9 44 ± 9 -42%
